
GROW Conversation
for Discovery Calls

Discovery Calls

A Discovery Call is a 20-30 minute conversation with a potential divine client

where they have come to you because they feel you may have the keys to help solve a problem

they’ve been experiencing. The goal of a Discovery Session is to CONNECT, make them feel truly

heard, and assess if there is a mutual fit to work together.

In Temple Body Arts Discovery Calls, we use the GROW model, which was originally

developed in the eighties by coaches and later adopted by Sage Lavine. GROW is an acronym

described on the next page to support you in leading a discovery call.



Practice connection, depth, listening, presence & bold honesty. Open the session with

CONFIDENCE: “If I could support you with one thing today, what do you need help with the

most?”
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1) GOALS
• What do you want? What’s your goal/vision?

• Look for their WHY: Why is this important to you?

• How does it FEEL to have it?

2) REALITY
• What’s stopping you? What’s your reality?

• Tell me more about (whatever they’re challenged with)

• How has this affected your health? Family life? Relationships? Finances?

3) OPTIONS
• Recommend 1-2 plans or support strategies based on their goals / visions

• Ask: “Would you like me to lay out a mini-plan for you right now?

• Lay out the plan: Based on what you’ve shared, I believe that with _____ and _____ course of

action, you could be experiencing ______ solution within a few months time.

• Once you’ve laid out the plan, ask… Is this vision worth walking through your fears / self

doubt?

4) WRAP-UP
• Offer your Solution if it’s a fit
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• How were you hoping I might be able to support you further?

• As you describe your services, TIE BACK each component of what you offer to their problem /

reality & what they say they wanted.

• Connect the dots for them: “Here’s why I recommend you consider investing” or… “Here’s

why I would love the opportunity to support you further”

From Sage Lavine, Women Rocking Business
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